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Abstract

This document describes the most recent improvements to theextended proxy method presented in Rydén et al.
[2].

1 The Refined Proxy Method

Definitions used in the haptic rendering method is listen in Table 1.

Table 1: Definitions
fc The frame rate of the point cloud source

j = 0, 1, 2... Numbering of point cloud frames
k = 0, 1, 2... Numbering of proxy steps
l = 0, 1, 2... Numbering of force frames

Pk The proxy position (at step k)
r{1,2,3,c} Radii defining proxy regions

uk The vector between the proxy and the HIP (in
the beginning of step k)

sk The change in proxy position (at step k)
dk The proxy step size
ξ A function determining the step size

when moving large steps in contact
γ A scaling factor for small proxy steps

when the proxy is in contact
θ A constant to determine proxy convergence
n̂k The estimated normal vector atPk

ψ(r) The modified Wendland weighting function
Fl The force sent to the haptic device (at frame l)
ul The most recentuk at force framel

1.1 Definition of Proxy Radii

This is identical to [2]. The contact point of the proxy is defined asrc = r1+r2
2 .
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1.2 Local Surface Normal Estimation

1. Letpi, i = 1, 2, ..., N be the points within radiusr3 of the proxy.

2. The normal vector estimate is then given as

n̂k =

N
∑

i=1

Pk−pi

‖Pk−pi‖2

ψ(‖Pk − pi‖2)

N
N
∑

i=1

ψ(‖Pk − pi‖2)

(1)

In Eq. 1,ψ(r) is a modified version of the Wendland function [3] (suggestedfor haptic rendering by Leeper et al. [1])
such that:

ψ(r) =











1 if r ≤ r1
(

1− r−r1
r3−r1

)4 (
4(r−r1)
r3−r1

+ 1
)

if r1 < r < r3

0 if r ≥ r3

(2)

1.3 Proxy Movement Algorithm

1. Determine the proxy state.

2. If the proxy is in free motion (as described in Section 1.1), move the proxy one step

sk = dk
uk

‖uk‖2
(3)

along the vector between the proxy and the HIP (dk is the step size determined in Section 1.4).

3. If the proxy is entrenched, move the proxy one step

sk = dkn̂k (4)

in the direction of the normal vector estimate (dk is the step size determined in Section 1.5).

4. If the proxy is in contact and the HIP is inside the estimated surface (see Fig. 1), projectuk on the plane defined
by n̂ (denote this vectoruk,p). Then move the proxy one step

sk = dk
uk,p

‖uk,p‖2
(5)

in the direction ofuk,p.

5. If the proxy is in contact and the HIP is outside the estimated surface, move the proxy one step

sk = (r2 − r1) n̂k (6)

which moves the proxy out of contact and into free motion (seeFig. 2).dk is the step size determined in Section
1.6.

6. Iterate steps 1 to 7 until the proxy has converged. If the proxy is in contact, it has converged if

cos−1

(

−uT
k n̂k

‖uk‖2

)

< θ (7)

whereθ is a constant representing a small angle between−uk andn̂k. If the proxy is in free motion, it has
converged if the HIP position equals the proxy position.
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Figure 1: The proxy is in contact and the HIP
is inside the estimated surface. In this case the
proxy will move in the direction ofuk,p. [2]

knku

Figure 2: The proxy is in contact. Since the
HIP is moving out of the surface the proxy will
move in the direction ofuk. [2]

1.4 Step Size in Free Motion

Let fi, i = 1, 2...M be the set of points in the neighborhood of the proxy. The stepsize associated with the i-th point
(di) is then found by solving

rc −

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

pi −Pk − di
uk

‖uk‖2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

= 0 (8)

for the solution with the smallest magnitude (this has to be done M times). Step size is then chosen asdk = mini di.
If dk is larger than the distance the proxy would have to move to perfectly match the position of the HIP, simply set
dk = ‖uk‖2.

1.5 Step Size in Entrenchment

Let pi, i = 1, 2...M be the entrenched points (all points within region 1 of the proxy). The step size associated with
the i-th point (di) can be found as the positive solution of

rc − ‖pi −Pk − din̂k‖2 = 0 (9)

Then choosedk = maxi di.

1.6 Step Size in Contact

When a proxy is in contact with the surface and closer thanr1 to the ideal position (as determined by the projection
uk,p), the step sizedk should equal the magnitude ofuk,p scaled by a factorγ ≤ 1 to suppress errors in the normal
vector estimate. That is, when‖uk,p‖2 < r1 choose

dk = γ‖uk,p‖2 (10)

When the proxy is in contact and farther away thanr1 from the ideal position on the point cloud the step size is
chosen as

dk = ξr1 (11)

whereξ < 1 is a constant.
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1.7 Force Rendering

Fl = −
ul

‖ul‖2
(ks(‖ul‖2 − rc)− kd(‖ul‖2 − ‖ul−1‖2)) (12)

whereul is the most recent vector between the proxy and the HIP.
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